Mutational profiling in the peripheral blood leukocytes of patients with systemic mast cell activation syndrome using next-generation sequencing.
Mast cell activation syndrome (MCAS) and systemic mastocytosis (SM) are two clinical systemic mast cell activation disease variants. Few studies to date have investigated the genetic basis of MCAS. The present study had two aims. First, to investigate whether peripheral blood leukocytes from MCAS patients also harbor somatic mutations in genes implicated in SM using next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology and a relatively large MCAS cohort. We also addressed the question, whether some of the previously as somatic reported mutations are indeed germline mutations. Second, to identify germline mutations of relevance to MCAS pathogenesis. Here, mutation frequency in the present MCAS cohort was compared to that in public- and in-house databases in the case of frequent variants, and co-segregation was investigated in multiply affected families in the case of rare variants (allele frequency < 1%). MCAS diagnoses were assigned according to current criteria. Twenty five candidate genes were selected on the basis of published findings for SM. NGS was performed using a 76kbp custom designed Agilent SureSelect Target Enrichment and an Illumina Hiseq2000 2x100bp sequencing run. NGS revealed 67 germline mutations. No somatic mutations were detected. None of the germline mutations showed unequivocal association with MCAS. Failure to detect somatic mutations was probably attributable to the dilution of mutated mast cell DNA in normal leukocyte DNA. The present exploratory association findings suggest that some of the detected germline mutations may be functionally relevant and explain familial aggregation. Independent replication studies are therefore warranted.